Trustee Area 1: The region bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the intersection of Olive Avenue and Redwood Boulevard running southerly along the centerline of Redwood Boulevard to its intersection with Vallejo Avenue; then west along the centerline of Vallejo Avenue to its intersection with 7th Street; then south along the centerline of 7th Street and continuing south along the centerline of Tamalpais Avenue to its intersection with Center Road; then northwest along the centerline Center Road to its intersection with Wilson Avenue; then southwest along the centerline Wilson Avenue to its intersection with Vineyard Avenue; then west and southwest along the centerline Vineyard Avenue to the northwest corner of Census Block 060411031003007; then generally south and southwest along the western edge of Census Block 060411031003007; continuing generally south along the western edge of Census Block 060411330002020; continuing south and southeast along the southern edge of Census Blocks 060411330002027, 060411330002028, and 060411042003000 to its intersection with the boundary for the City of Novato; then continuing east along the southern boundary of the City of Novato to its intersection with the Sonoma Marin Area Rail Transit (SMART) line; then continuing east along the southern edge of Census Blocks 060411060011001, 060411060011000, and 060419901000002 to the exterior boundary line of the Marin County Office of Education (MCOE); then northeast and northwest along the exterior boundary line to its intersection with Sears Point Road/Highway 37; then southwest along the centerline of Sears Point Rd/Highway 37 to its intersection Marsh Dr; then north along the centerline of Marsh Drive to its intersection with Hanna Ranch Road; then southwest along the centerline of Hanna Ranch Road to its intersection with the Northwestern Pacific Railroad (NWPRR); then generally north along the NWPRR to its intersection with U.S. Highway 101 (U.S. 101); then north along the centerline of U.S. 101 to its intersection with Olive Avenue; then west along the centerline of Olive Avenue to the point of origin.

Trustee Area 2: The region bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the intersection of North San Pedro Road and Civic Center Dr/San Pablo Ave traveling southwest along the centerline of North San Pedro Road to its intersection with Los Ranchitos Road; then generally south along the centerline of Los Ranchitos Road to its intersection with Red Rock Way; then southwest along the centerline of Red Rock Way Avenue to its intersection the northeast corner of parcel 179-232-06; then generally west and south along the edge of parcel 179-232-06 to its intersection with Chula Vista Drive; then south along the centerline of Coleman Drive to its intersection with Coleman Drive; then south along the centerline of Chula Vista Drive to its intersection
with Tampa Drive; then continuing south along the centerline of Tampa Drive to its intersection with Robert Dollar Drive; then continuing south along the centerline of Robert Dollar Drive to its intersection with Laurel Place; then west and south along the centerline of Laurel Place to its intersection with Mission Avenue then west along the centerline of Mission Avenue to its intersection with B Street; then south along the centerline of B Street to its intersection with Mission Avenue; then west along the centerline of Mission Avenue to its intersection with E Street; then south along the centerline of E Street to its intersection with Clayton Street; then west along the centerline of Clayton Street to its intersection with Marin Street; then south along the centerline of Marin Street to its intersection with San Rafael Avenue; then east along the centerline of San Rafael Avenue to its intersection with D Street; then south along the centerline of D Street to its intersection with the southwest corner of Census Block 060411121004010; then generally southeast along the southern edge of Census Blocks 060411121004011, 060411121004012, 060411121004014, 060411121004015, and 060411121002012 to its logical intersection with U.S. 101; then south along the centerline of U.S. 101 to its intersection with Corte Madera Creek; then east along the southern and eastern edges of Census Blocks 060411192021014, 060411212002080, 060411212002031, 060411212002010, 060411212002032, 060411212002006, 060411212002001, 060411212002000, and 060419901000009 to the exterior boundary line of MCOE; then north along the exterior boundary of MCOE to its intersection with the southeast corner of Census Block 060419901000003; then west along the southern boundary of Census Blocks 060419901000003 and 060411060011009 to its intersection with the northeast corner of Census Block 060411060021001; then south and east along the eastern edge of census blocks 060411060021001, 060411060021002 and 060411060023005 and continuing generally west along the southern boundary of Census Blocks 060411060023005 and 060411060023007 to its intersection with San Pablo Road; then north along the centerline of San Pablo Road to the point of Origin.

**Trustee Area 3:** The region bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the intersection of North San Pedro Road and Civic Center Dr/San Pablo Ave traveling southwest along the centerline of North San Pedro Road to its intersection with Los Ranchitos Road; then generally south along the centerline of Los Ranchitos Road to its intersection with Red Rock Way; then southwest along the centerline of Red Rock Way Avenue to its intersection the northeast corner of parcel 179-232-06; then generally west and south along the edge of parcel 179-232-06 to its intersection with Chula Vista Drive; then south along the centerline of Coleman Drive to its intersection with Coleman Drive; then south along the centerline of Chula Vista Drive to its intersection with Tampa Drive; then continuing south along the centerline of Tampa Drive to its intersection with Robert Dollar Drive; then continuing south along the centerline of Robert Dollar Drive to its intersection with Laurel Place; then west and south along the centerline of Laurel Place to its intersection with Mission Avenue then west along the centerline of Mission Avenue to it’s intersection with B Street; then south along the centerline of B Street to its intersection with Mission Avenue; then west along the centerline of Mission Avenue to its intersection with E Street; then south along the centerline of E Street to its intersection with Second Street; then west along the centerline of Second Street and continuing along the centerline of 4th Street to its intersection with Ross Valley Drive; then continuing west along the centerline of the eastbound side of Red Hill Avenue to its intersection with Sir Francis Drake Boulevard; the generally northwest along the centerline of Sir Francis Drake Boulevard to its...
intersection with San Francisco Boulevard; then northeast along the centerline of San Francisco Boulevard to its intersection with the boundary of parcel 177-220-61; then continuing east then north then northwest along the eastern boundary of parcel 177-220-61 to its intersection with the western boundary of the City of San Rafael; then generally northwest along the western boundary of the City of San Rafael and continuing northwest and southwest along the boundary of parcel 164-320-16 and continuing southwest along the southern edge of Census Blocks 06041i150002006, 06041i1070004009, 06041i1070004008, and 06041i1330002053; then continuing generally northwest and north along the boundary of Census Blocks 06041i1330002053 and 06041i1330002040 to its intersection with Census Block 06041i1330002027; continuing south and southeast along the southern edge of Census Blocks 06041i1330002027, 06041i1330002028, and 06041i042003000 to its intersection with the boundary for the City of Novato; then continuing east along the southern boundary of the City of Novato to its intersection with the Sonoma Marin Area Rail Transit (SMART) line; then continuing east along the southern edge of Census Blocks 06041i060011001, 06041i060011000, and 06041i9901000002 to the exterior boundary line of MCOE; then southwest and west along the boundary of Census Blocks 060419901000003 and 06041i060011009 to its intersection with the northeast corner of Census Block 06041i060021001; then south and east and south along the eastern edge of census blocks 06041i060021001, 06041i060021002 and 06041i060023005 and continuing generally west along the southern boundary of Census Blocks 06041i060023005 and 06041i060023007 to its intersection with San Pablo Road; then north along the centerline of San Pablo Road to the point of Origin.

**Trustee Area 4:** The region bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the intersection of E Street and Second Street traveling southerly on E Street to its intersection with Clayton Street; then west along the centerline of Clayton Street to its intersection with Marin Street; then south along the centerline of Marin Street to its intersection with San Rafael Avenue; then east along the centerline of San Rafael Avenue to its intersection with D Street; then south along the centerline of D Street to its intersection with the southwest corner or Census Block 06041i121004010; then generally southeast along the southern edge of Census Blocks 06041i121004010, 06041i1121004011, 06041i1121004012; 06041i1121004014, 06041i1121004015, and 06041i1121002012 to its logical intersection with U.S. 101; then south along the centerline of U.S. 101 to its intersection with Corte Madera Creek; then west along Corte Madera Creek to its intersection with the northeast corner of parcel 020-020-013; then generally northwest along the northern edge of parcels 020-020-013, 020-020-012, 020-020-014, and 020-035-10 until its intersection with the southwest corner of parcel 020-020-07; then north and west along the edge of parcels 020-020-07, 020-020-03, and 020-011-09 to the southwest corner of parcel 020-011-08; then northwest along the centerline Kent Avenue to its intersection with Hillside Avenue; then generally west and north along the centerline of Hillside Avenue to its intersection with Census Block 06041i1181002011; then generally south and west along the edge of Census Blocks 06041i1181002011, 06041i1181002022, 06041i131001035, 06041i131001041, 06041i131001040, and 06041i131001030 to its intersection with East Ridgecrest Boulevard; then generally south and west along the centerline of East Ridgecrest Boulevard and continuing generally north and west along the centerline of West Ridgecrest Boulevard to its intersection with Census Block 06041i131001026; then continuing generally northwest along the edge of Census Blocks 06041i131001026, 06041i131001013, 06041i131001012, 06041i131001014, and then continuing
generally east and north along the edge of Census Blocks 060411311001012, 060411311001015, 060411311001004, 060411311001000, 060411313000109, 060411130001006, and 0604113130001000; the continuing generally north and east along the edge of Census Blocks 060411142002000, 060411150002001, and 060411070004010 to its intersection with the southern boundary of the City of San Rafael; then southeast along the southern boundary of the City of San Rafael to its intersection with parcel 177-220-61; then generally south and west along the edge of parcel 177-220-61 to its intersection with San Francisco Boulevard; then southwest along the centerline of San Francisco Boulevard to its intersection with Sir Francis Drake Boulevard; then generally south along the centerline of Sir Francis Drake Boulevard to its intersection with Red Hill Avenue; then along the centerline of the eastbound side of Red Hill Avenue and continuing east along the centerline of 4th Street; then continuing east along the centerline of Second Street to the point of origin.

Trustee Area 5: The region bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the intersection of U.S. 101 and Corte Madera Creek traveling westerly along Corte Madera Creek to its intersection with the northeast corner of parcel 020-020-013; then generally northwest along the northern edge of parcels 020-020-013, 020-020-012, 020-020-014, and 020-035-10 until its intersection with the southwest corner of parcel 020-020-07; then north and west along the edge of parcel 020-020-07, 020-020-03, and 020-011-09 to the southwest corner of parcel 020-011-08; then northwest along the centerline Kent Avenue to its intersection with Hillside Avenue; then generally west and north along the centerline of Hillside Avenue to its intersection with Census Block 060411181002011; then generally south and west along the edge of Census Blocks 060411181002011, 060411181002022, and 060411311001035 to its intersection with the southwest corner of Census Block 060411311001036; then generally south and east along the edge of Census Blocks 060411311001036, 060411311001054, 0604111310055, 060411261005000, 060411191005020, and 060411191005017 to its intersection with the boundary line of the City of Larkspur; then south and east along the boundary line of the City of Larkspur to its intersection with Census Block 060411261001015; the south and east along the edge of Census Blocks 0604111261001015, 060411261001014, and 06041121001017 to its intersection with the boundary line of the Town of Corte Madera; then north and south along the boundary line of the Town of Corte Madera to its logical intersection with the centerline of U.S. 101; then south along the centerline of U.S. 101 to its intersection with Richardson Bay; then generally southeast along the edge of Census Blocks 060411250001009, 060411250001008, 060411302041000, 060411230002000, 060411230002012, and 060419901000018 to the exterior boundary line of MCOE; then generally east and north along the exterior boundary of MCOE to its intersection with Census Block 06041990100009; then generally west along the edge of Census Blocks 06041990100009, 060411212002000, 060411212002001, 0604111212002006, 06041112002032, 06041112002010, 06041112002031, 06041112120002030, and 060411192021014 to the point of origin.

Trustee Area 6: The region bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the intersection of U.S. 101 and East Blithedale Avenue traveling northerly along the centerline of U.S. 101 to its logical intersection with the boundary line of the Town of Corte Madera; then north and west along the boundary line of the Town of Corte Madera to its intersection with Census Block 060411261001017; then generally west
and north along the edge of Census Blocks 06041121001017, 060411261001014, and 060411261001015 to its intersection with the boundary line of the City of Larkspur; then west and north along the boundary line of the City of Larkspur to its intersection with the southeast corner of Census Block 060411191005017; then generally west and north along the edge of Census Blocks 060411191005017, 060411191005020, 060411261005000, 0604113110055, 060411311001054 and 060411311001036 to its intersection with Census Block 060411311001035; then generally south and west along the edge of Census Blocks 060411311001035, 060411321001011, 060411311001041, 060411311001040, and 060411311001030 to its intersection with East Ridgecrest Boulevard; then generally south and west along the centerline of East Ridgecrest Boulevard to its intersection with Census Block 060411321001011; then southwest and southeast and southwest along the edge of Census Blocks 060411321001008, and 060411321001005 continuing on a logical extension to the exterior boundary of MCOE; then southeast and east along the exterior boundary of MCOE to its intersection with Census Block 060419901000018; then generally northwest along the edge of Census Blocks 060419901000018, 060411230002012, 060411230002000; 060411302041000, 060411250001008, and 060411250001009 to its intersection with U.S. 101; then north along the centerline of U.S. 101 to the point of origin.

**Trustee Area 7:** The region bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the intersection of Olive Avenue and Redwood Boulevard running southerly along the centerline of Redwood Boulevard to its intersection with Vallejo Avenue; then west along the centerline of Vallejo Avenue to its intersection with 7th Street; then south along the centerline of 7th Street and continuing south along the centerline of Tamalpais Avenue to its intersection with Center Road; then northwest along the centerline Center Road to its intersection with Wilson Avenue; then southwest along the centerline Wilson Avenue to its intersection with Vineyard Avenue; then west and southwest along the centerline Vineyard Avenue to the northwest corner of Census Block 060411031002019 then generally south along the edge of Census Blocks 060411031002019, 060411031002020, 060411330002019, 060411330002024, 060411330002033, 060411330002039 to its intersection with Census Block 060411330002054; then generally east and south along the edge of Census Blocks 060411330002054, 060411330002001, 060411330001005, 060411311001002, 060411310001007, and 060411310001003; continuing southwest and west along the edge of Census Block 060411311001006 to its intersection with Census Block 060411311001011; then south along the edge of Census Blocks 060411311001011, 060411311001009, 060411311001010 and 060411311001008 to its intersection with Census Block 060411321002000; then southeast along the edge of Census Blocks 060411321002000, 060411321001000, 060411321001001, 060411321001003 and 060411321001011 to its intersection with Census Block 060411321001010; then continuing southwest and southeast and southwest along the edge of Census Blocks 060411321001011, 060411321001008, and 060411321001005 continuing on a logical extension to the exterior boundary of MCOE; then continuing generally northwest and north and east along the exterior boundary of MCOE to its intersection with Sears Point Road/Highway 37; then southwest along the centerline of Sears point Rd/Highway 37 to its intersection Marsh Dr; then north along the centerline of Marsh Drive to its intersection with Hanna Ranch Road; then southwest along the centerline of Hanna Ranch Road to its intersection with the Northwestern Pacific Railroad (NWPRR); then generally north along the NWPRR to its intersection with U.S. Highway 101 (U.S. 101); then north along the centerline of U.S. 101 to its intersection with Olive Avenue;
then west along the centerline of Olive Avenue to the point of origin.
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